**Architectural Studies Fall 2019 courses** (3/11/19)
For full information about individual courses see the Boston University Bulletin; University Class Schedule; and individual department websites. For information about the architectural studies major and program see the art history department website, or contact the acting director of architectural studies (Prof. Ross Barrett, rcb@bu.edu).

**REQUIREMENTS**
CAS AH 111: Introduction to Art History I: Antiquity to Middle Ages
CAS AH 201: Understanding Architecture
CFA AR 412: Architectural Design 1***
CFA AR 428: Architecture Site Design 1 [Venice]

**ELECTIVES** All below can count as free electives. Those in **bold** can also count as core electives in architectural history and studio art; those in *italics* count as 400/500-level seminars in architectural history. All courses offered Charles River Campus unless otherwise indicated.

**Architectural and Art History Electives**
CAS AH 220: Islamic Art and Architecture
CAS AH 232: Archaeology of Ancient Egypt
CAS AH 317: From Morocco to Timbuktu: Art and Architecture at the Saharan Crossroads
CAS AH 326: Arts of Japan
CAS AH 354: Venetian Renaissance Art and Architecture [Venice]
CAS AH 377: American Furniture and Allied Arts, 1630-1830
CAS AH 385: American Buildings and Landscapes
CAS AH 527 C1: Situating the Modern: Place, Region, and Identity in 20th Century Architecture
CAS AH 534: Seminar in Roman Art: Pompeii and the Cities of Vesuvius
CAS AH 541: Courtly Commissions: Ottoman Art and Architecture
CAS AH 548: Global Heritage Conservation
CAS AH 554: Boston Architectural and Community History Workshop
CAS AM 501: ReThink: Adaptive Reuse and Revitalization
CAS AR 150: Archaeology of Cities
CAS AR 200: Heritage Matters: Introduction to Heritage Management
CAS AR 230: Introduction to Greek & Roman Archaeology
CAS AR 232: Archaeology of Ancient Egypt
CAS AR 283: North American Archaeology
CAS AR 370: Archaeology of Colonial America
CFA TH 355: History of Period Styles (2 credits)
CFA TH 455: History of Period Styles 3 (2 credits)

**Studio Art & Design Electives**
CFA AR 121: Foundation Sculpture**
CFA AR 123: Foundation Design: Introductory Principles, Practices (2 credits)*
**CFA AR 131: Drawing 1- Majors**
CFA AR 132: Drawing 1 (contd)
CFA AR 141: Foundation Painting**
CFA AR 192: Intro to Drawing (2 credits)
CFA AR 193: Visual Arts Drawing
CFA AR 221: Sculpture 2**
CFA AR 223: Installation
CFA AR 238: Drawing Concepts*
CFA AR 295: Visual Arts: Painting 1
CFA AR 412: Architectural Design 1***
CFA AR 415: Photography 1
CFA AR 428: Architecture Site Design 1*** [Venice]
CFA AR 512: Architectural Design 2***
CFA AR 521: Site Specific Art
CFA AR 528: Architecture Site Design 2 [Venice]
CFA AR 571: Exhibition Design
CFA TH 151: Introduction to Design****
CFA TH 163: Drafting 1****
CFA TH 259: AutoCad 2****
CFA VN 321: Sculpture Studios (Venice)
COM CM 323: Design Strategy and Software
ENG ME 359: Introduction to CAD and Machine Components

Related Electives
CAS GE/IR 304: Environmentally Sustainable Development
CAS HI 226: Cities and Cultures
CAS PS 222: Perception and Behavior
CAS SO 306: Boston's People and Neighborhoods
MET UA 503: Housing and Community Development *****
MET UA 510: Special Topics: MetroBridge Planning Studio *****
MET UA 515: History, Theory and Planning Practice *****
MET UA 580: Boston Experience: The Role of Architecture in Creating the Sense of Place *****
MET UA 617: Actionable Sustainability *****
MET UA 619: Urban Transportation Policy and Planning *****
MET UA 654: GIS and Spatial Analysis *****

Non-Major Recommended Courses
CAS MA 121: Calculus for the Life and Social Sciences I or CAS MA 123: Calculus I
CAS PY 105: Elementary Physics 1
CFA TH 110: Speech Communications
COM CM 311: Professional Presentation

* register after CFA students, April 24
** contact School of Visual Arts jlwest@bu.edu, with 'architectural studies' in subject heading
*** contact Director of Architectural Studies rcb@bu.edu
**** Contact School of Theater office, Jon Savage (jcsavage@bu.edu)
***** For MET registration guidelines see 'Petition for Courses at MET' at http://www.bu.edu/casadvising/forms/